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Strengthen national platforms for more effective use of science and technology  

for disaster risk reduction in each country 

 

Recommendations 

１． National Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction should be organized in a way that the wide 

range of national expertise of science and technology for DRR could be effectively reflected in 

its activities. 

２． In the countries who are in the process of formulating the national and local disaster risk 

reduction strategies by 2020 as indicated in SFDRR, the members of the scientific community 

participating in the National Platform for DRR, should contribute to translating the priority 

actions of SFDRR into local languages, when necessary. 

３． The members of the scientific community participating in the National Platform should 

provide appropriate scientific advice to support the implementation of national policy in 

disaster risk reduction, and the archiving of annual disaster records, as necessary. In parallel, the 

policy makers and practitioners in the National Platform should indicate their specific science 

and technology needs for implementing DRR to the members of the scientific community. This 

two-way exchange will ensure evidence informed decision for the implementation of DRR at 

all levels. 

４． The cases where active dialogue among the local authorities and scientists & engineers led 

to disaster prevention or substantial reduction of risk in localities need to be highlighted and 

others should follow such successes. The members of the scientific community participating in 

the National Platform should assist the National Platform in compiling such case studies or best 

practices and publish them with an easy to understand description. Furthermore, such successes 

should be periodically showcased at the Regional and Global Platforms for DRR so as to enable 

other countries to learn from such cases. 

５． The members of the scientific community participating in the National Platform should 

assist in compiling and publishing an annual report or publication on disasters which includes 

how the various sectors in the country have contributed to and have interacted among the 

sectors for disaster reduction, including scientific analysis of their economic benefits, if 

possible. Dissemination of such publications by the National Platform will be a powerful tool to 

gain wide public support for disaster risk reduction in the country and will also suffice as 

national SFDRR progress report. 

 

Background and key directions 

The necessity to include scientific and academic institutions as members of the National Platform 

for DRR is mentioned in the Guidelines on National Platforms for DRR published by ISDR in 2007. 
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Since science and technology for DRR requires a wide spectrum of expertise, inclusion of one 

specific institution will not be sufficient to serve the purpose. The 2007 Guidelines do not go into 

details on how the scientific community should contribute in the National Platform. In the public 

consultation version of Words into Action guidelines on National Platforms for DRR, which was 

released in May 2017 by UNISDR, academia is named as one of the composition in National 

Platform and facilitation of knowledge exchange is mentioned as one of their functions. However, 

this document does not suggest examples of initial action points to be taken by the scientific 

community in the countries who have newly organized their National Platforms. 

Therefore, in this policy brief, we would like to propose easy to understand and actionable first 

steps to be taken, with the active participation of the scientific community, by the countries who are 

in the process of newly organizing National Platform for DRR in line with SFDRR and/or for 

National Platforms who is to start substantial activities. This will encourage meaningful contribution 

by the scientists and engineers for DRR in these countries. 

Furthermore, in the countries where their National Platforms are active and DRR activities are 

well organized across various sectors according to the local disaster characteristics, we would like to 

encourage that further institutionalization to be done through compilation of national annual reports 

on disasters. 

 

Explanation of recommendations 

1. National Platform for Disaster Risk Reduction should be organized in a way that the wide 

range of national expertise of science and technology for DRR could be effectively reflected 

in its activities. 

Since DRR requires involvement of a wide range of scientific and technological expertise, good 

mechanisms to inclusively reflect the wisdom of the diverse areas of science in national DRR 

policies are necessary, e.g.: periodic rotation of scientists assigned to the National Platform, 

organizing several thematic committees under the National Platform and relevant scientists to be 

members of these committees, organizing cross-sector academic forum to discuss scientific inputs 

from the scientific community to the National Platform. 

 

2. In the countries who are in the process of formulating the national and local disaster risk 

reduction strategies by 2020 as indicated in SFDRR, the members of the scientific 

community participating in the National Platform for DRR, should contribute to 

translating the priority actions of SFDRR into local languages, when necessary. 

The global target (e) of SFDRR calls for: Substantially increase the number of countries with 

national and local disaster risk reduction strategies by 2020. For the countries tackling this target, 

SFDRR must be translated in local languages in order serve as useful guidelines for the formulation 
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of these strategies. For these strategies to meet the actual needs on the ground and to be effective, 

scientists participating in the National Platforms must have close communication with the national 

and local policymakers, in their local languages through informed exchange to jointly assess risks 

and design risk reduction strategies.  

 

3. The members of the scientific community participating in the National Platform should 

provide appropriate scientific advice to support the implementation of national policy in 

disaster risk reduction, and by archiving of annual disaster records, as necessary. The 

policy makers and practitioners in the National Platform should indicate their specific 

science and technology needs for implementing DRR to the members of the scientific 

community. This two-way exchange will ensure evidence informed decision for the 

implementation of DRR at all levels. 

Keeping records of disasters is fundamental for DRR. This recording not only requires gathering 

data on damages and losses, but also scientific investigation on the causes. Scientists participating in 

National Platforms must provide relevant advice to these actions, in particular about the type of 

information to be archived. Such activities will form the basis for incorporation of science in the 

National Platform activities. The members of the scientific community, especially the academia, will 

benefit from the inputs of the practitioners in advancing their research. Closer interaction among the 

policy makers, practitioners and the scientific community will contribute to evidence informed 

decision making and provision of practical solutions for DRR. Similarly, stakeholders may be more 

motivated to record information if they see how these records are used to reduce future risks, thus 

initiating a virtuous cycle of cooperation with the scientific community. 

 

4. The cases where active dialogue among the local authorities and scientists & engineers led 

to disaster prevention or substantial reduction of risk in localities need to be highlighted 

and such successes should be followed by others. The members of the scientific community 

participating in the National Platform should assist the National Platform in compiling 

such case studies and publish them with an easy to understand description. Furthermore, 

such successes should be periodically showcased at the Regional and Global Platforms for 

DRR so as to enable other countries to learn from such cases. 

Whenever there is a major disaster, politicians and the mass media will be excited and fiercely call 

for clarification of the causes of the disaster. However, in cases where disasters were prevented or 

greatly reduced, they are seldom covered by the media and do not attract political attention. Thus, 

the success stories of disaster risk reduction are hidden and the preventive efforts by the local 

authorities and the scientific advice given to them are seldom highlighted. Therefore the 

opportunities for other localities or other countries to learn from these success stories are lost. On the 
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other hand, in many countries, scientists tend to be evaluated by the publication of the most 

advanced academic papers and there are few chances that their dialogue with the local communities 

and local authorities that led to successful reduction of disasters would be considered in this type of 

evaluation. If the National Platform stands up to gather success stories of active dialogue among the 

scientists and local authorities which led to prevention or substantial reduction of disasters in their 

country and report to the public, and if these cases are periodically showcased at the Regional and 

Global Platforms for DRR, this will provide good motivation for the scientists to get involved with 

DRR at local levels. These will also increase the opportunities for the scientists to interact closely 

with local authorities in their local languages. 

 

5. The members of the scientific community participating in the National Platform should 

assist in compiling and publishing an annual report or publication on disasters which 

includes how the various sectors in the country have contributed to and have interacted 

among the sectors for disaster reduction, including scientific analysis of their economic 

benefits, if possible. Dissemination of such publications by the National Platform will be a 

powerful tool to gain wide public support for disaster risk reduction in the country and 

will also suffice as national SFDRR progress report. 

When there is a serious disaster, ad-hoc reports on their causes and cascading factors may be 

published with the participation of scientists. But in peaceful years when there are no major disasters, 

in many countries, public attention to DRR decreases and this may lead to lighter recognition of 

DRR efforts. However, if we are to seek sustainable development, continuous and sustained efforts 

for DRR at various sectors are indispensable. Recently, we are witnessing inter-disciplinary and 

trans-disciplinary undertakings for DRR in some countries. We must not let these undertakings to be 

experimental efforts by a limited number of devoted scientists. We need a mechanism to 

institutionalize and sustain these efforts. If the National Platform can take the initiative to compile an 

annual report or publication on DRR, including these, it would be effective in awareness raising and 

gaining public support for DRR. 

 


